S5 Appendix

Discussing the kNN Approach. The parameters of Eq 3 can be used to set repair into the context of other biological and nuclear properties in the cell. As databases provide a large variety of data signals, it is reasonable to opt for a data driven approach. However, finding such a correlation is not straightforward. Many of the NGS histogram distributions peak sharply around a low value whilst also including far distant outliers. Moreover, it can be assumed that sequencing signals include a large amount of noise. Precise predictions for data values around the histogram peak are difficult. This excludes continuous regression approaches or widely used correlation indices, such as Pearson’s correlation, DC, or mutual information. We circumvented these issues by transforming the mapping into a binary classification problem to analyse general trends. This reduces the impact of noise. Due to using equally many values for both classes, we removed any distribution specific bias.

Another requirement was comparability between results. It is a known fact that the performance of machine learning models can vary strongly depending on the number of parameters or used architecture [1]. Through using the nonparametric kNN approach, we could provide equivalent treatment for all setups. We also mitigated the impact of $k$ by applying different values in a reasonable range, i.e. $k \in \{5, 10, 20, 50, 100\}$. Thus, we did not rely on any particular parameter setting or defined spline ranges. We are aware that parametric models can be efficiently implemented for a variety of tasks, as it has been recently shown with Alpha Fold 2 [2]. Moreover, architectural biases of parametric models could be possibly reduced by systematic parameter searches. Nevertheless, it should be emphasised that this study did not intend to find the best performing machine learning model. Rather, we aimed to show non-random correlations and therefore indicate potential repair influences. Some researchers even conjecture that nonparametric models could be generally better performing [3]. We conclude that the kNN approach is a sensible choice.

In the following, we want to provide some further intuition using the example of TU length. S6 Fig shows the learnt function and the prediction error distribution for the correct and random model, respectively. The correct mapping finds a distribution pattern with big genes predominantly distributed to the centre right, whereas small
genes are found in its periphery (S6A Fig). As expected, this pattern is destroyed in the random mapping (S6C Fig). The error distribution for the true $k$NN is equally large for values that are over and underestimated (right histogram in S6B Fig). This speaks for an unbiased mapping. We also want to point attention towards the spatial distribution of the prediction error. Red circles mark data values which were incorrectly classified as large genes, whereas the blue points are parameters that were wrongly associated with a small size. The distribution of the red and blue disks follows our expectations from the learnt map. The wrong classification could indicate noise in the data set or unknown information that cannot be represented. Compared with S6D Fig, it is clear that these trends vanish in the random model. However, the prediction error is surprisingly low (0.4). A repetition over 100 iterations is therefore indispensable to find significant links and to remove data specific biases.
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